
Comfortable charging of your electric vehicle with
eMobility reels from Schill: The combination of long-
standing proven technology for cable management,
power transmission and state-of-the-art charging
technology creates an optimal combination of
mobility, user-friendliness and safety when handling
charging processes. Connecting professionals - the
solution for you and future generations.

The spring loaded series, which are a proven success
in the industrial sector for many years, has now been
expanded to include charging solution for electrical
driven vehicles. The connecting cable (1.5 or 2 metre)
can be directly wired to the wallbox or simply
plugged in via a type 2 charging plug (on request type
1) to a provide wallbox socket.

For connecting the vehicle all Schill devices are
equipped with a type 2 charging socket (on request
type 1). Depending on the cable type an extraction
length from five to eight metre and charging
capacities from 2.3KW to 22KW are possible.

For power and data transmission, the rewinders are
equipped with a slip ring system and can be mounted
on the wall or the ceiling.

The special thing: After the charging process, the
cable rewinds safely and easily back onto the spring
driven cable reel. The charging cable is safely
protected on the reel. It is no longer in the way and
there is no more tiresome winding at the charging
stations. „Cable spaghetti“, trip hazards and even
driving over the cable are now a thing of the past.

As a further highlight, versions with already
integrated charging electronics have been developed.
These versions have the functionality of the wallbox
already integrated inside the reel body. The electric
vehicles are simply connected to the device, the
charging management is done in interaction with the
vehicle.

Technology made by Schill, quality made in Germany.
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FT 038.0516.I02.0820.0205-0000
integrated charging electronics
Art. No. 620 91 615 000

FT 260.0416.E00.0520.0103-0000
without charging electronics
Art. No. 640 90 405 000

FT 350.0616.E00.0800.0201-0000
without charging electronics
Art. No. 660 90 608 000


